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Subject:  Consultation Paper dtd. 16.08.19 on Tariff related issues of broadcasting
and cable services & Responses of Mr. Manohar Prakash Rao - Indore

To:  
Bcc:  

Date:  09/15/19 11:18 PM
From:  

arvind@trai.gov.in 
vk.agarwal@trai.gov.in 

Manohar Prakash <manohar.prakashrao@gmail.com> 

Sub: Tariff related issues of Broadcasting and cable services., Consultation
paper dtd. 16.08.19
 - Consultation Responses of  Mr. Manohar Prakash Rao - Indore

 

Q1 Response
 
 Broadcasters fixed channel prices only in letter and certainly not in spirit just short of violating
your order, which implies regulation is ineffective and has too big holes to escape from practicing
what is desirable in consumer interest.

Problem: Tariff order created almost assured regular money for distributors/ DPO with Rs.
130+GST for 100 channels. But you will find most of them are offering entire range of FTA
channels at same price itself, as complimentary with no extra charge beyond this figure, & some
distributors giving so from the day one of tariff order going live., even though hardly a handful of
these channels are watched widely. That means this pricing & basic structure of Rs. 130 for 100
FTA itself is faulty and too high which need to be reduced by min. 50% if you want to reduce cable
bills at entry levels, since hardly a few channels are watched in that list.

Solution: While maintaining your broad frame work of alacarte and bouquet channels and
pricing/ discounts as permissible under law, Dismantle the concept of an exclusive consumer end
price component as NCF. Because distributor and broadcaster should both be interdependent in
their business practices and absorb/ cushion each other their shocks & surges or low & high tides
in business environment. Only this interdependency can result in a fair play to consumer (from
whom both earn their core revenue), which is damaged by this concept of exclusive NCF to
distributors and leaving broadcasters only to variable earnings but no fixed earnings, resulting in
induced price distortions by broadcasters of pay channels so as to maintain their interests,
creating an extra cost push & pressure on consumer wallets.

Implementation: Fix a monthly minimum cable bill Rs. 150 incl taxes, and remove all 100 FTA
channels etc and  let people choose what they want to select for this minimum payment among
both pay channel and FTA channels together., with overall basic limit of 30-50 channels. Within
this a small price of Rs. 1 per any channel can be retained by distributor for bringing the channels
to consumer homes, as carrier cost. Even FTA channels are only free to air, but not free to
consumer home. Don’t worry about pay channel or bouquet rates or discounts at this stage. Extra
charges to be billed by distributor if more channels are added either free or pay channels beyond
the basic limit. With current structure distributor is happy even though subscriber is not adding
pay channels, because he is anyway getting his assured money as NCF so he need not be worried
and not motivated to push pay channels or bouquets (broadcaster or DPO) as their share of
earnings are marginal here and they any receive it automatically with nil extra effort or resources
from their end as it is all ‘broadcasters baby’, even in case of DPO bouquets where they get only
wholesale discount portion. If this push/incentive comes to distributor without fixed NCF, they will
compel broadcasters to price channels / bouquets as per consumer preferences, so that consumer
takes more channels/bouquets which will simultaneously benefit both of them. It is noteworthy
that even in previous regime before NTO, distributor had good incentive to push more pay
channels & even FTA, because the money earned was a mix of carriage charge (borne by consumer
& FTA channels) and content charge. In fact the same was in practice for minimum monthly bill of
Rs. 150 as ‘make my pack’ in some DTH services where even FTA channels had a small cost
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attached, but no bouquets allowed. Regulation should bring it back in new frame work with
necessary changes in line with it.
 
Q2. Response:

It cannot be described as non-level field, because almost all the broadcasters have followed this
deep bouquet discounts model and fixed the prices of individual channels at extreme ends of price
bands accordingly, and certainly they are acting ‘in concert’. These broadcasters form a perfect
‘Oligopoly’ , but in this case instead of the market, implementation of a regulation without
‘adequate teeth’ facilitated it.

 

 
Q3. Response:  

This problem will fizzle out if you even out structural distortions created by introducing an
exclusive NCF component as existing in current form as explained earlier, which is very well under
TRAI scope and mandate. That is the precise reason why the distributors have absolutely no
complaints on NCF part, but litigating with you on 15% discount in Delhi high court, which is more
of broadcaster’s problem and concern. They are keeping your attention and energies away from
this core aspect and hooked you to an alternate issue (bouquets & bouquet discounts) which
cropped up due to the very basic structural distortions., on account of which they are quietly
happy.
 Further, after rectifying the above distortions and watching prices fall in line with it resulting in
restoration of consumer costs similar to past trends, but under NTO frame work of consumer
selection,   if required this bouquet discount issue at Q3. can be thought of at a later stage, post
the verdict of pending litigation and appeals etc related to this aspect. We cannot expect instant
results by enforcing new formulas, as they may take more time to pan out. What gives immediate
changes to begin with is removal of structural distortion of fixed basic NCF component and fully
variable content earnings in consumer end pricing.
 
Q4 & Q5 Response (Also covers Q6-Q11)  : 

As explained they self adjust each other i.e., broadcasters and carriers if basic structural distortion
is removed. Broadcasters will start challenging this NCF structural distortions only if their earnings
are squeezed which is not happening now due to rampant bouquet push and extra advertising
revenue due to push of unwanted channels.

Q 12 Response : 
 
Why are you asking public views on what you do not want to do, implicitly  & worse  it could even
be a case of “not capable of enforcing due to lack of regulatory will ” and face litigations ?  In any
case whatever changes you make there   will always be someone litigating to stop it and usually
more effective and stable regulations evolve out of that manthan. It appeared in Economic times
interview dt. 27.09.19 of Mr. RS Sharma Chairman TRAI, clarifying that TRAI doesn’t want to
disallow bundling. So it is very clear that this is a pointless question, if that be the case I don’t
understand why you want to stir up a hornets’ nest., by posing such questions. Personally I feel it is
also issue of relevance., let me explain in detail offering a solution.

If free & fair consumer choice is indeed the essence of core changes behind the NTO, Bouquets
should be disallowed completely. If broadcasters/ DPOs claim that Bouquets are essential to
facilitate easy selection of channels by consumer and not for extra channel push through deep
discounting, to accommodate such arguments TRAI should allow formation of bouquets adopting
the sum total of all ala carte channel prices to arrive at bouquet price i.e., no extra discounts at
consumer level. Discounting, if any has to happen at broadcaster to distributor level. Only in such
a scenario one can get to see real consumer choice and selection without any influences and extra
considerations, in a crystal clear manner.
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Q 26 response:

Variable NCF based on regions is a bad concept to work out and justify price differences and
would raise objections from local governments in comparison with cheaper rates at other regions.
The solution suggested earlier in previous questions will take care of all segments of subscribers
so that anyone who is willing to pay the minimum monthly charge of Rs. 150 inclusive of taxes can
view a limited no. of either pay or FTA channels the way they choose. If they choose lesser no. or
lesser priced pay channels they can in turn choose more channels within their basic charges of Rs.
150. This way interest of distributors, broadcasters is also protected with minimum revenue
sharing  which is almost similar to Rs. 153 as existing now. Those who can afford to pay more will
add more channels or bouquets or a combination of both.   The consumers would be able to
exercise a far better choice controlling their monthly bills. The same feature was in existence
before NTO also as offered by some DTH operators as ‘make my pack’ with minimum billing of Rs.
150. , and pay more as they keep adding alacarte channels, however the benefit of deep
discounted bouquets was not offered to such subscribers.

Q27 Response :

This is a pointless question as per current scenario, which was explained in detail earlier.  
 
Q 28 Response:

As explained in my response to first few questions you should free the consumer from selection of
even FTA channels which will carry a basic carriage charge of Rs. 1 per pay/FTA channel. Hence DD
channels as explicitly selected are also subject to these charges and overall channel count in
minimum Rs. 150 consisting of fixed no. channels 20, or 30 or 40. Alternatively you may regulate
them to be carried free of charges by carriers and subject to selection by consumers with nil
carriage fees OR Rs. 1 per channel selected as a carriage fee, but not counted in first set of
channels for Rs. 150 unlike other non DD FTA channels.

Thank You

Mr. Manohar Prakash Rao


